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“Faith by itself, if it has no works, is dead.”  
 These are the most famous words from the Epistle of James. 
Biblical translator Eugene Peterson, when writing The Message,  
 used different but equally startling words.  
  They’re at the top of the bulletin as the thought for the day.    
   “Isn’t it obvious,” he writes,  
    “That God-talk without God-acts is outrageous nonsense?” 
However you put it,   
 saying you are a Christ-follower without acting like one 
  does not add up to following Christ, according to James. 
   And he’s not alone.   
The number one critique of Christianity today is 
 that our words and our deeds are not consistent, 
  a charge that’s not helped when people  
   who loudly self-identify as Christian  
    try to convert their neighbors one day  
     then campaign against other neighbors the next,   
      too often those neighbors who are foreign, poor,  
       struggling, or happen to have darker skin. 
        
Even Jesus struggled, we read today,  
 with making his words and deeds agree.  
  In the gospel reading from Mark, Jesus learns the lesson 
   from a non-Jewish woman who won’t take “no” for an answer. 
 When he tells her, in so many words, 
  that the children of Abraham are his first concern. 
   She says “Fine, but your ministry’s already  
    spilling over into other lives,  
     so why not mine and my daughters?” 
Both the Mark and James texts have powerful things to say,  
 but together they call us to question ourselves 
  when we fail to put our faith into action. 
 
Wait a minute, some might say? 
 Isn’t faith a gift of grace, not works;  
  isn’t that a key understanding of our Reformed tradition?  
 The answer, of course, is “yes”. 
 Faith is a gift, and works will never earn God’s love,  
  but works are a way to grow in faith and the way to share faith.  
   As long as our works are a response to grace,  
    there is no contradiction. 
So in keeping with higher education Sunday, 
 let’s begin with context. 
As Biblical literature, the Book of James  

has been hard for scholars to classify. 
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Some scholars feel James was written very early,  
 perhaps by a contemporary of Paul.i 

 Others insist it was written much later, 
  when established churches were used to sharing  
   letters carried over reliable Roman roads.  

Most agree that it was not written  
 to a particular church or congregation. 
It addresses the church at large, including us, 
 calling for acts of solidarity, mercy and compassion.  
In our reading today, James is asserting that all forms of discrimination  

are unacceptable in the church. 
  Treating the rich better than the poor, fawning over them  

 and giving them special privileges   
 simply because they have money  
  is not consistent with the good news of Christ.  

 First, showing favor to the rich wrong in itself,  
and, second, it won’t get you anywhere!  

The rich will continue to do as they like 
 no matter how much favor they’re shown 

 including hauling whomever they want in to court!  
  The bottom line, though, is that faith is incompatible  
   with the mistreatment of the poor.ii 
 
The gospel story is the perfect illustration of discrimination. 

It’s a story in which even Jesus finds himself shifting, 
from a sole focus on the children of Israel 

to a ministry that includes Gentiles.  
Were you startled or distressed by the ugly way Jesus speaks  

to the woman? If so, you’re not alone.             
  It was remarkable when I told the children that Jesus did something wrong    
   and their eyebrows shot up!             
    Which is one of the reason why this is such an important text for us to hear. 
There is an enormous amount of blather in biblical commentaries  

seeking to take the sting of the exchange away.iii 
 In case you didn’t notice the sting, 

 Jesus calls the woman a dog, 
  he’s using a known racial slur of the time.  

It’s no good to suggest he softened it  
 with a smile or a nice tone of voice, 
  or that he was really comparing her to a cuddly household pet. 
 For those who long to see more of the human side of Jesus  

 here it is; he is very human in this story and very annoyed. 
He is in the region of Tyre and  

has just gotten himself away from the crowds,  
trying to get a moment of peace and quiet.  

   And what happens? This foreign woman shows up. 
One theory of the story suggests she was wealthy.  
 That’s why she’s so pushy and entitled. 
  That’s also why Jesus is abrupt with her. 

My favorite theologian, however, says that theory 
 is just another attempt to protect Jesus  
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  and make his words less harsh. 
Whoever she was, rich or poor, she’s desperate and determined. 

And her words to Jesus after he insults her  
startle him completely, so much so that he does an about face. 

Martin Luther is one of the few interpreters  
who flatly states that the woman wins this contest: 

[Quote] “She catches Christ with his own words.” Luther writes. 
“He compares her to a dog, she concedes it,  

and asks nothing more than that he let her be a dog. 
…Where will Christ now take refuge? He is caught.”iv [Unquote] 

Jesus is caught by his own assumptions and his own prejudice,  
  and what he does when he discovers it is a lesson for us all.  

 He praises the woman, heals her daughter from afar, 
 then quickly goes and heals another Gentile,  
  a deaf man, whom he may not have healed  

  had his encounter with the woman 
  not turned his self-understanding on its head. 

Both Jesus and the woman give up something of themselves 
 in order to make real contact with the other. 
Hearing herself called a dog,  
 the woman could have stormed away, 
  but she was driven by a desire to save her child. 
As for Jesus, up until this point in Mark’s gospel 
 he has been the perfect rabbi,  
  following the prophets and the scriptures,  

  in order to lead Israel to behave like God’s people. 
It’s not an exclusive goal, because once   

Israel lives in to its covenant with God,  
 other nations will see what right relationships,  
  justice and righteousness really look like, 

 and they will all come streaming to God themselves. 
 God’s longing for Israel to become what it was meant to be 

 is Jesus’ sole driving force until a persistent woman 
 opens him to a new understanding. 

  After that, Jesus “opens up” the ears of another Gentile man, 
  who, until that day, had also been outside Jesus’ charge. 

 
Looking at these texts, Jill Duffield, in Presbyterian Outlook, 
 writes of how the church has often failed to follow Jesus’ example 
  when it comes to racial discrimination in the US. 
She quotes Richard’s Rothstein’s, The Color of Law,             
 to remind us how government on all levels,  

neighborhood associations, builders, insurance companies  
and, yes, churches actively participated  

in making sure African-Americans  
did not have access to housing,  

ensuring that segregation would persist 
long after courts ruled such discrimination illegal. 

One white owners' group in St. Louis  
was sponsored by a Presbyterian Church.  

"Trustees of the church provided funds from the church treasury  
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to finance [a]... lawsuit to have [an]African American family evicted.”  
  Sadly, involvement by white congregations across the United States 
   in such associations was commonplace. 
  Perhaps we could all benefit, she continues, from lessons in Christianity 101. 
  Along with remembering God creates and loves all people, 
   regardless of their material condition 
    must be the awareness that how we live reflects our deepest beliefs,  
     and reveals what and who we truly value. 
     
Sometimes is seems to me we’re in a moment  
 when many people take even more offense at those who differ from them.   
Father Richard Rohr writes, “More suffering comes into the world  

by people taking offense than by people intending to give offense,”v 
“The offended one feels the need to offend back those  

who they think have offended them,  
creating defensiveness on the part of the presumed offenders,  

which often becomes a new offensive, ad infinitum.  
    There seems to be no way out of this self-defeating  

    and violent Ping-Pong game,”vi Rohr concludes. 
 
When was the last time your self-understanding was challenged 

by someone and how did you respond?  
 Does your faith help you stay open  
  or perhaps enlarge your understanding of yourself, 

 or of other people or point of view? 
 Or do your preconceptions and prejudices close you down? 

 
It helps me to hold the image of an exhausted Jesus   
 challenged by a woman he was prone to ignore. 
  He does a number of things I know I can at least try. 
First he stays in the conversation. 
 He doesn’t avoid it as is so easy and so tempting to do.        
Next he states his own view, indeed his prejudice, aloud. 
 Think about that for a moment – That in itself is really crucial. 
  Maybe that’s the most important reason  
   not to try and soften his words or change the context, 
    but let good biblical scholarship teach us   
     how offensive his original words really were.       
      He names his prejudice out loud. 
  For her part, the woman does exactly what Jesus does.  
  She stays in the conversation and states her way, too. 
   She does it without upping the insults in any way,       
    making her the better role model in this story. 
In response, Jesus listens well,  
 he hears what the woman says, 

 and allows himself to be fundamentally shifted.vii   
 He gives up his self-concept as a rabbi sent only to the Jews.  

From that moment on in the Gospel of Mark he will operate in way  
 that includes the Syrophoenician woman, her daughter,  
  a deaf Gentile man, and all the Gentiles who come after, including us. 
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You might wish we didn’t have to tackle  
 acting on our faith around issues as intense as  
  economic and racial divides. 
   If we want to be more congruent Christians, though, 
    Such were the issues then and such are the issues now;  
     the present is all we have to live in. 
 
So I’m glad that James’ example is set in a such a realistic frame, 
 the frame of a moment of church life, perhaps at the start of worship. 
  In that and every moment, as Christ followers we are not 
   to treat people differently based on their wealth, 
    on their looks, on their ethnicity on their sexuality  
     on their immigration status, on their language or their skin color 
      on anything else about them. 
Put like in a single moment like that it doesn’t sound as hard. 
 It’s even something I’m willing to work hard on doing day to day, 
  Though there are going to be times when I’ll fail. 
Surely another step is to stay in hard conversations, 
 not in order to win your point, but simply to hear other points of view, 
  really hear, even when I still disagree. 
   Who knows? There might be a word from God to be discovered, 
    a word that can give the future  
     the shape that God intends. AMEN. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

i The idea that the writer was Jesus’ brother James seems impossible to me given the level of education shown by 
the nuanced writing. Typical Palestinian Jews such as Jesus and his brother were most likely illiterate. 
ii New Interpreter’s Bible,  Vol. XII, p.178 
iii There is a very funny paragraph in William Placher’s commentary on Mark about this phenomenon. See his 
volume Mark in the series Belief, A Theological Commentary on the Bible, Westminster/John Knox Press, Louisville 
KY, 2010, p. 105. 
iv I found this quote of Luther’s in Placher’s commentary, cited above, p. 105. 
v Fr. Richard Rohr quotes Ken Keyes saying this in the work cited below. 
vi Fr. Richard Rohr, Falling Upward, pp. 7-8. 
vii David R. Henson, “Crumbs: Jesus and the Ethnic Slur” (Lectionary Reflection, Mark 7:24-37), found online at 
http://www.patheos.com/blogs/davidhenson/2015/09/crumbs-jesus-and-the-ethnic-slur-lectionary-reflection-mark-724-
37/  

                                                            


